Company Name:

MJB Roofing Contractors

Primary Trade:

Building Contractors

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Martin Batstone

01273 884126

Full Address:
284 Upper Shoreham Road
Shoreham

Postcode:

BN43 6BF

Contact Telephone:

Contact Email:

mjbroofing1@hotmail.co.uk

Contact Fax:

Company Website:
Company Number:

Contact Mobile:

07702 954 682

Comments:
Location map:

Services Provided:
Building Contractors
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Cleaning Services
Guttering / Soffits / Fascias
Roofing
Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

9 Points

6

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
30-May-2018

Excellent and friendly

24-May-2018

I have used Martin and Ben twice now on a couple of
my properties. They have always explained to me
clearly the problem and showed pictures which is
brilliant as it makes it much easier for me to
understand. Each time they turned up when they said
they would. And in my opinion did a excellent job. I Am
always recommending then now.

23-May-2018

Following a very distressing visit from a company in
Worthing, who quoted an enormous amount for
repairing the damaged facia and in addition this man
frightened me by giving me a list of other repairs that
he said needed urgent repairs. I was fortunate to have
in my possession a "Trading Standards" book listing
approved local buisinesses, where I foundMJB Roofing
from Shoreham By Sea, This is a well established
family business. I had a visit from the company the
damage was assessed , and I was given a estimate , I
was shocked at the price as it was so reasonable. when
I pointed out what the other man had said about all the
other supposed defects. I was reassured that was total
fabrication on this other mans part. My damaged facia
andwood work was replaced and roof inspected .All
good.

22-May-2018

Professional approach, confident in isolating the
problem and offering a simple and straightforward
solution. Very reassuring and polite gentleman.

22-May-2018

Following a bad experience with other roofers and
whose work leaked within weeks of being completed on
our new extension, we arranged for MJB roofers and
another roofing company to quote to rectify it. Both
roofing companies concluded that the whole roof
needed to be totally replaced. Both quotes offered
were identical. We chose MJB Roofing as they had been
highly recommended to us and we were not
disappointed with our choice.Martin and his son Ben
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were courteous, helpful and totally trustworthy and
explained everything fully and took pictures & videos
of the work from start to finish. They were professional
& friendly and the quality of their work was superb. It
was evident they take great pride in what they do.
Exceptional workmanship from great guys and we
highly recommend them.
01-May-2018

I sought an estimate for re-roofing a 1936 built house. I
had estimates and needed others to see if it was
competitive. I was shocked by their suggested price of
nearly twice the price the job is worth. I cannot
recommend them on this estimate. And would strongly
suggest you get other estimates if inviting this
business to quote. Trader response to review: We met
the customer at his property. He told us he wanted
areas of his main tiled roof replaced, a chimney taken
down and a chimney re-pointed. I said to him on
leaving the property- when you receive the estimate
anything you dont understand give me a call. We are
a family run business operating since 1976 - we would
have appreciated a call.
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